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Reserve it for later use

1.0L SR-MHS101
1.8L SR-MHS181

Our company reserves the sole right of the
interpretation of the instructions.

Household Use

Model No.

Electronic Warm Jar

Operating   Instructions

Thank you for purchasing the Panasonic product. In
order to correctly use the product and ensure your
safety, please carefully read the instructions before
use, especially pay attention to Cautions (Page 2 ~ 3) 
and keep the instructions for future use. This product is
intended for household use only.

Warranty card attached separately
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Do not insert pins or any other foreign objects in the heat dissipation holes or
gaps, or exhaust outlets (It can cause electrical shock or abnormal operation,
leading to injury).

Avoid damage to the power cord or plug. (Avoid forcibly customizing bending,
 twisting, pulling them and keep them away from high temperatures. Never
place heavy objects on them or attempt to tie the cord up.)
(Using a damaged power cord can lead to electrical shock or fire.)

Do not plug or unplug the unit with wet hands. (It may cause electrical shock)
Remember to hold the plug portion with hands and do not drag the power cord.

Ensure that the plugs for both the power supply and the entire unit fit fully into
the electrical outlet. Do not use a damaged plug or unstable electrical outlet.

Keep away from the steam vent during cooking 
(for fear of being scalded. Pay more attention to children particularly).

Please use an independent outlet with the voltage of 220V.
 (Using the unit together with other equipment on the same outlet can
cause overheating and fire.) 

Wipe off any dust that has gathered on the power plug regularly.
(Remove the power plug and the plug of the entire unit and wipe off the
dust with a dry cloth.)

Do not splash water on the unit or clean the entire unit direct by water
or immerse unit in water. (It may cause shorting or electrical shock.)

Do not alter, take apart or attempt to repair this unit without authorization.
Resort the authorized service centers for repair.

Be sure to keep the warm jar out of reach of children.

heat dissipation holes

Cautions

This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with
reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience
and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction
concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the
appliance.
(for fear of causing fire hazard or personal injury).

The unit shall use single-phase bipolar electrical outlet with grounding
and be properly grounded. The body and other metal parts may be
provided with electrostatic induction in case that no grounding device
is mounted. 
(for fear of a fault or electrical shock due to electric leakage).
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Please stop cooking immediately in case the unit has the following
    abnormities or faults (to avoid smoke, fire or electrical shock).

The power cord or plug is getting extremely hot.
The power cord is damaged or has the fault of intermittent power-off.
The unit is deformed or heated abnormally.
The unit fumes or has burning smell.
A portion of the unit becomes broken, loosened or rocked.
The internal metal surface of the outer lid warps or the pan is deformed.
Please unplug the warm jar immediately and consult your nearest

    Panasonic authorized service centers for detection and repairs.

Place the unit on a stable plane. Do not put it on a pad with poor heat
resistance, or expose to high temperature, humidity, sunlight and heat
sources. Do not use the pan directly on open flame.

During and after cooking, never touch the
hot parts, especially the metal parts such
as inside of the outer lid, the inner lid and
the pan or near them.

Remove the plug from the electrical outlet before taking out of
the pan or when not in use.

Never try to use any pans other than the specific pan.
(for fear of overheating and other abnormal phenomena).

Paper located between the pan and the cast heater should be
removed before use.

In case liquid starch overflows from the steam vent, please pull
out the power plug, disconnect the power, wipe off the liquid
starch on the power plug, the outlet of the entire unit and other
affected areas with dry cloth before proceeding.

Do not move the warm jar or open the outer lid during cooking. 
(To avoid touching the button, further leading to shutdown of the
 cooker or being scalded due to the opening the outer lid.)

Please use the power cord accompanied with the product and never
attempt to use it on other product.

Do not use the warm jar at a location near a wall or furniture.

Clean the warm jar after being cooled.

Eliminate foreign matter from the pan, the cast heater and the
temperature sensor. (Do not clean the cooker with an inclining
or overturning placement to avoid damaging the operating part.
Keep the warm jar in stop state and unplug it during cleaning.)

Pan

Cast heater

Temperature sensor

Cautions

Do not pour the food requiring cooking into the warm jar without
the pan inside.

Do not cover the outer lid with a piece of cloth or other objects
during cooking.
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Congee [Soup] Scoop (1)

1
Rice Scoop Holder (1) 

180 1
Measuring Cup (Approx.180ml) (1)

1
Steaming Basket (1)

Keep Moisture Cap

1
Rice Scoop (1)

Steam vent

160

120

80

40

     The rice scoop holder
can be mounted on

     either left or right side

     Please clean the accessories before use.

Rice scoop

Rice Scoop Holder

Control Panel

Handle

Pan

Outer Lid

Seal ring

Inner Lid

Body

Hook Button

4

Power Cord

Parts Identification

Accessories

Entire unit



Demo mode

Demo mode
Cooking Timer Off/Keep Warm

Menu Select
Timer

8 8

Menu Select

To select rice (White Rice, Fuzzy, Quick, Softer, Harder), Congee, Soup, Steam, Casserole, Cake, Clean.

2

Timer hour min Cooking
Timer

Menu
Select Keep Warm

Off

Fuzzy Quick Softer Harder

Cooking
Timer

White Rice
Soup

Demo mode hour min

Steam Casserole Cake CleanCongee

7

8

Timer

5

Reheat
(Press twice)

Start

Press
Start

Menu Select key

Display

Demo mode is used for product publicity. Under Demo mode , other functional operations are unavailable. Therefore, please cancel
the state firstly before use if Demo mode is displayed (the “Demo mode” on the down left of the display). The method is as below:

Press Cooking Timer key and Off/Keep Warm key simultaneously;
Press Menu Select key.
Press Timer key to cancel Demo mode .
The operation of and  must be completed within 8 seconds. More than 8 seconds will lead to the return to Demo mode .

When the Menu Select is pressed, the function selected will flash and the operation prompt will appear.
    Required completion time will be displayed after the operation starts. (Except “Quick” status)

During the congee cooking, soup stewing, steaming and baking cake, the preset time for cooking will
    appear. Required completion time will be displayed after the operation starts.

When the Timer is pressed, the preset time will be displayed.



Control Panel

6

8 Off/Keep Warm

Off Keep Warm
During each set up, this key can cancel incorrect operation or unnecessary setting.
Once the key is pressed, the mode can be switched between  (Off) and (Keep Warm) .

    The indicator will be on during Keep Warm.

Timer

13

3

6 Cooking Timer

1 3 1 4 30
1 60 5

40 60

To set current time and to preset the timer. 

54 hour min

Start7

Start
Start

14

hour  key min key

Timer key

Cooking Timer  key

Start key

Off / Keep Warm key

When cook the Rice, Congee or Casserole, press this key to preset cooking time first.
Please set the time within 13 hours in preventions of deterioration.
This setting cannot be used under “Quick”, “Soup”, “Steam”, “Cake”, “Clean” function.

To set cooking time for congee cooking, soup stewing, steaming and cake baking.
For congee cooking, the cooking time can be set between 1 and 3 hours. For soup stewing, the cooking

    time can be set between 1 and 4 hours. (30 minutes for each adjustment).
For steaming, the steaming time can be set between 1 and 60 minutes. (1 minute for each adjustment).

    Cooking time is set at 5 minures first.
For cake baking, the baking time can be set between 40 and 60 minutes. (1 minute for each adjustment).

Press this key once to start cooking. Start  indicator will be on. 
Press this key twice to start reheating function. Start  indicator will be on.
Please refer to Page 14 for reheating function.

Parts Identification



Time Adjustment

The time cannot be adjusted during operating state.
1 2 8 8

When unplugged

Panasonic

The power is supplied by the
battery inside the Outer Lid

The power is supplied by
the AC cord

When plugged

hour min1

hour min
hour min

2

8 15
e.g.    Current time is 8:15pm.

5

24 00 0 00
24:00 is represented by 0:00.

Display
hour min

5 Battery life span is around 5 years

20 12
     (Room temperature 20 . Plug into the socker for 12 hours a day.)

    8:30
     When plugged, it can be used again, but the standby time returns to 8:30. 
     Please make adjustment accordingly.

After unplugged and when the battery is consumed, the following phenomenon
will happen:

Numbers shown in the clock become vague or disappear. 

Memory of preset time and cooking time is lost.

7

hour min

Timer hour min Cooking
Timer

Menu
Select Keep Warm

Off

Fuzzy Quick Softer Harder

Cooking
Timer

White Rice
Soup

Demo mode hour min

Steam Casserole Cake CleanCongee
Timer

Reheat
(Press twice)

Start

Press
Start

Time Adjustment

Insert the plug, press hour or min key, then release
the key after a beep.

Press hour or min key to adjust the time. Hold the
 hour or min key down continuously to fast forward.

The operation of 1 2 must be completed within 8
seconds. More than 8 seconds will lead to the return
to Standby Mode.

When the number in the display flashes over
5 seconds, it will stop automatically.

Error may occur in the cooking timer if the
current time has not been set properly. 
Please make adjustment accordingly.

About Lithium Battery

Display of the clock

Time Adjustment/About Lithium Battery

Battery Replacement (When the battery needs changing after completion, please resort to
                                              the Panasonic authorized service centers.)



1.0L
1 5.5
1 3
1 3

1/2 3/4
1 3

1.8L
2 10
2 6
2 6

1/2 11/4
2 4

Height of the steaming basket

Shallow Deep

1.0L
1.8L

3
5

1
3

Water Volume (measuring cup)

Mixed rice Glutinous Rice

1
2
3
4
5
6

1.0L

1
2
4

1.8L

2
4
5
6
7

1.0L

1

2
3

1.8L

2
3
4
5

5

1 2
3 4

May influence the cooking effectcorrect

Rinse the rice completely
by rubbing.

Rinse the rice several times(rub the rice rinse
by water)until the water becomes clean. 

1 180ml
1 measuring cup about 180 ml.

When the rice is cooked with food steaming in the steaming basket, the
     maximum rice volume is as follows.

Add or reduce suitable water volume according to the user’s desire.

6
CUP 6

1

1.8L
e.g. 1.8L type

When the mixed or glutinous rice is cooked, use the measuring cup to
measure the volume of rice.
Add the water with proper volume in accordance with the following table: 

8

Maximum rice volume (measuring cup)

3 4

1 4
1 2 3 4

Rice Measurement and Rinsing
Measure the rice with measuring cup provided.

Before Cooking Rice

Function

Rice

Mixed Rice

Glutinous Rice

Congee

Casserole

Cautions

Cautions

Directly use the pan to rinse the rice.
Completely rinse and clean the rice, otherwise
the rice crust may appear and the rice bran left
will affect the smell of the rice.
Do not use tools, such as mixer to rinse the rice.

Water Volume Adjustment

  <e.g.>   When the rice of 6 measuring cups is cooked and after
                those rice is put in, add the water up to the water level “6” 

on the side marked with “CUP”.

  <e.g.>   When the rice of 1 measuring cup is cooked and after
                the rice is put in, add the water up to the water level “1” 

on the side marked with “ ”.

When the rice or congee is cooked: pay attention to water levels
indicator on both sides and ensure the water level reaches the
same level when the water is added.

Rice Volume
(measuring cup)

Rice volume for once cooking (measuring cup)



37

50

30

41

35

56

12

2 3

3

4

5

1

Display the
warming time

1
Display sample within 1 hour)

Cooking time (reference)

220V 20 18
1.0L 3 1.8L 5

hour

9

24 24

2

Preparation

Preparation / Keep Warm

Press the hook button to 

Open the outer lid.2

Keep Warm
Do not keep warm beyond 12 hours,or else the taste of 
the rice will be affected.
Mixed or glutinous rice is preferably not held for heat
insulation to avoid foreign odor or deterioration.
The keep warm time is from 0 to 23, which is 24 hours
altogether. It will return to the current time after 24 hours, 
but it can still keep warm.

During keep warm, water drops may appear at the edge of
the pan sometimes.
During keep warm, rice scoops and any other tools inside
the pan will affect the taste of rice.

Into the entire unit.
Move around the pan 2 to 3 times in order to make
the pan bottom closely attached to the cast heater.

3

and make sure the "click" sound is heard.

Close the outer lid4

Plug in.5

Please make sure the body plug and power plug are
well positioned.

Cautions

After putting rinsed rice into the pan, add proper
volume of water, and then wipe dry the outer
surface of the pan.

Keep Moisture Cap is well installed.

Make sure1

The time for mixed or glutinous rice varies according to different ingredients used.

The actual time for cooking varies according to different rice volume, water volume, voltage, room
temperature, rice quality.

The table on the left refers to the required cooking time with 220V voltage, 20  room temperature, 
18  water temperature and middle volume. (1.0L: 3cups, 1.8L: 5cups)

About 37 minutes

About 50 minutes

About 30 minutes

About 41 minutes

About 35minutes

About 56 minutes

White Rice

Fuzzy

Quick

Softer

Harder

Casserole



Menu Select

1

Start

2

3

50ml

Start

Menu
Select

1

4
7

4

15min
12min

10

Reheat
(Press twice)

Start

After the beeper rings, please fluff and loosen the rice as soon as possible
in order to prevent the rice sticks together.

At this time, the process is finished and the rice can be eaten. 

Fluff the rice

The rice is slightly hard or with crust due to shorter time cooking.
Do not use this function for mixed rice or glutinous rice with small beans. 

Quick cooking

The cooked rice is softer and more delicious compared with white rice
cooking function.

Fuzzy cooking

50ml For softer cooked rice, please pour 50ml more water to the stated water 
volume.

Softer

Do not use this function for mixed rice or glutinous rice with small beans. 
For harder cooked rice, please pour 50ml less water of the stated water
volume.

Harder

Fuzzy Quick Softer HarderWhite Rice
Soup Steam Casserole Cake CleanCongee

Press
Start

Fuzzy

min

Rice (White Rice, Fuzzy,Quick,Softer, Harder), Mixed Rice, Glutinous Rice

Menu function

The flashing point is the selected function. The display shows the current
time and operation prompt.

1Select function

Press  Menu Select  key to

2 Start cooking

Press Start  key once to

When Start  indicator is on, cooking begins.

The display shows the required time for cooking in this function. The time
for cooking goes down every 1 minute until cooking finished. When the
rice is cooked in Quick function, only the current time is shown. When the
rice is stewed, the display will show remaining time of 4 or 7 minutes
based on different rice volume.

The cooker will automatically turn to keep warm status

After the beeper rings, the cooking finishes. 

When cooking mixed and glutinous rice, please select white rice cooking
    function.

After entering into the braising state, the remaining time for cooking will
be adjusted and shown according to the rice volume. E.g.: sometimes

    the time may one-off jump from “15 min” to “12 min”, but not go down
    every one minute.



Menu
Select

Start

4

5

1

Cooking Timer

2

3

Reheat
(Press twice)

Start

Cooking Timer
30

Start
1

22

Menu Select Start

2

Cooking
Timer

11

1 3

1 4

3 1

4 1

30

30

hour min hour min hour min hour min

hour min hour min hour min

Fuzzy Quick Softer Harder

Cooking
Timer

White Rice
Soup

hour min

Steam Casserole Cake CleanCongee

Press
Start

Fuzzy Quick Softer Harder

Cooking
Timer

White Rice
Soup

Demo mode hour min

Steam Casserole Cake CleanCongee
Timer Press

Start
Cooking

Timer

Soup

hour min

Press
Start

Congee / Soup
Select the cooking time

Display of Cooking timeMenu Cooking time Time for Setting

Congee

Soup

1 hour ~ 3 hours

1 hour ~ 4 hours

30 minutes

30 minutes

Back to 1 hour after 3 hours

Back to 1 hour after 4 hours

Put materials into the pan

The flashing point is the selected function.

 Press  Menu Select   key, then  Start  indicator begins to flash.

Select function2

Press  Start  key to 

Begin soup cooking

The remaining indicator will go down by every 1 minute.
 Start  indicator is on and soup cooking begins.

4

After the beeper rings,

The cooking is finished. 
The mode will automatically turn to keep warm .

After every use, the keep moisture cap should be taken out
for cleaning to avoid foreign odor.

When the outer lid is opened during cooking, moisture condensation
will increase.
Improper water or rice volume will lead to liquid starch overflow
from the keep moisture cap.
If the warming is too long, the congee will become too sticky.
When the volume is exceeded for soup stewing (congee
cooking), it may lead to overflow. (Please refer to the
specification in Page 22.)

Cautions

5

The cooking time is displayed.
Press Cooking Timer key to set the time by 30 minutes
increments.

Press Cooking Timer  key to

Set the cooking time
E.g.: when stewing the soup for 2 hours.

3

Do not cover the outer lid with a piece of cloth or other
     objects during cooking to avoid malfunction.



Steam

Off/Keep Warm

1

2

3

4

5

Reheat
(Press twice)

Start

1 60 5 60 11

Menu Select Start

Cooking Timer

15

Start

Cooking Timer
1

Start
1

Menu
Select

40

1.0L

1.8L

3 540ml

4 720ml

Cooking
Timer

12

Steaming Basket Water

Menu function

Fuzzy Quick Softer Harder

Cooking
Timer

White Rice
Soup

min

Steam Casserole Cake CleanCongee

Press
Start

Cooking
Timer

min

Steam

Press
Start

Cooking Timer The time shown on the display refers to the remaining time after the water is boiled inside the pan. 

Menu

Steam

Cooking Time

1minute-60minutes (starting time is 5 minutes) 

Time Setup

Every 1 minute

Cooking Time Display

Back to 1 minute after 60 minutes

Preparation Add appropriate volume
of water
Set the steaming basket
Put the food into the
steaming basket
Close the outer lid

Cautions

Make sure the rice cooking function is
chosen while both rice cooking and
dishes steaming are operated in the pan.

Note: in case a longer steaming time
is selected (over 40 minutes), 
add water according to the
volume shown in the table
below to prevent dry cooking.

Water Volume (measuring cup)

3 measuring cup (About 540ml)

4 measuring cup (About 720ml)

The flashing point is the selected function.

Press  Menu Select  key and  Start  indicator starts to flash. 

2 Select function

Press Cooking Timer key to adjust the time by unit of 1 minute. 
Hold the key continuously to fast forward.

3
Press  Cooking Timer  key to

Set the cooking time.
E.g.: when requiring 15 minutes to cook

Start indicator is on and steaming begins.
After the water is boiled, the remaining time will go down
every 1 minute.

4
Press Start key to

Begin steaming

After use, press  Off/ Keep Warm  key and unplug it.

Cautions

The steaming basket is very hot at this time, so be careful when
taking out the basket.

When time is up or the water inside the pan is evaporated,
 “Steam” stops and turns to keep warm automatically.

Take out the steaming basket.
5

After the beeper rings, 

The steaming finishes

Do not cover the outer lid with a piece of cloth or other objects
     during steaming to avoid malfunction.

Steam
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4

Off/Keep Warm
5

5

Start

3
 Start

Reheat
(Press twice)

Start

1

50

Cooking Timer

40 60
1

2

Menu Select

1
Menu
Select

4

5

1

8

Start

3
Start

Reheat
(Press twice)

Start

1

Menu Select

2

Menu
Select

13

1.0L 1.8L

600g 800g

Casserole Rice Cake

Rinse the rice, then put it into the pan, 
add water, and place the ingredients onto
the surface.

For water and rice volume, refer to the water level line for
rice cooking. (P.8)

The flashing point is the selected
function. The display shows the
current time and operation prompt.

The flashing point is the selected
function. The display shows the
current time and operation prompt.

Press  Menu Select key to
Press Cooking Timer key to

Press  Start key to

Press  Menu Select key to

Select function

Select function

When  Start  indicator is on, 
cooking begins.

Press  Start   key to

Start cooking
casserole rice

The display shows the cooking time
of Casserole Rice.
The time goes down every 1 minute
until the cooking finishes.

After the beeper rings, the cooking finishes. 

The warm jar automatically turns to
keep warm status.

After the beeper rings, the cooking finishes.

See the recipes on Page 16 for the specific ingredients and procedures.

The warm jar automatically turns to
keep warm status.

Press  Off/Keep Warm  key, then take out the pan from the
cooker, cool the pan for 5 minutes and overturn the pan for
outpouring the cake. The cake can be eaten after cooling.

After sauces are added and the rice is
evenly mixed, it can be eaten.

The time can be set between 40
and 60 minutes, wherein 1 minute
is as the unit for each adjustment.

When Start indicator is on, cake
cooking begins.

The display shows the time of cake
cooking. The time goes down every 
1 minute until the baking finishes.

Hold the key continuously to fast forward.

Set the cooking time

Start cooking cake

When the cooking time is set to be 50 minutes

The maximum cooking volume for cake mixture (including all ingredients) is as below:

Cooking
Timer

Fuzzy Quick Softer HarderWhite Rice
Soup Steam Casserole Cake CleanCongee

Press
Start

min

Casserole

min

Cake

Fuzzy Quick Softer HarderWhite Rice
Soup Steam Casserole Cake CleanCongee

Press
Start

Cooking
Timer

Cooking
Timer



2 Start
Start

1 20

1

2

3

20

1.0L model
1/4
1/2
1/2
---
---

1
2
3
4
5

1.8L model
---
1/2
1/2
1/2
1

Reheat
(Press twice)

Start

1.8L
(e.g. 1.8L model)

3
1.0L model

3 level mark 5 level mark
1.8L model

14

Reheating

Preparation
Evenly mix the cooled rice inside the pan and make it flat.

When the cooled rice is reheated, the water volume can be added according to the
following table.

Cooking time  In any circumstances, cooking time shall be about 20 minutes, regardless of the rice volume to be cooked. 

Please do not exceed the maximum cold rice 
volume when adding in the cooled rice. Cautions

Cold Rice Volume (level mark) 

Water Volume (Measuring cup)

Maximum Cold Rice Volume

Reheating
Press the Start key twice.
When tart indicator is on, the reheating procedure starts.
Time on the display goes down every 1 minute. After
20 minutes, the beeper rings and the reheating is over, 
then the mode switches to keep warm

The cooled rice is suggested to be reheated once only to
avoid the influence in the taste of the rice.
Please do not reheat mixed rice, glutinous rice and casserole
rice.

Cautions

Fluff Rice
After the beeper rings, please fluff and loosen
the rice immediately in order to get delicious
rice.

Menu function

5



TimerTimer

TimerTimer

15

Start3

Menu Selec Start

2

Menu Selec Start

1

Timer hour min

: 18 30

2
: 7 00

3

4Timer Start

Timer hour min
Start hour 1 min 10 hour min

1

Menu
Select

1 10 23 50

Cooking
Timer

TimerTimer

hourhour minmin

Reheat
(Press twice)

Start

Cooking Timer

Cooking Timer

Menu
Select

hourhour minmin

Keep Warm
Off

Preset the finishing time of cooking.

E.g. plan to eat the rice at 18:30

The warm jar can preset two different time and also have memory function (such as breakfast and supper). Press  Timer  key to switch between two time. Press  hour  or  min  key for adjustment, 
press  Start  key to begin the preset. Press  hour  key for adjustment by 1 hour and press  min  key for adjustment by 10 minutes. Long by  hour  or  min  key, fast-forward time.

Press Start key

 Timer indicator is on,  Start indicator is
off, then the preset is finished. Now it
shows the finishing time for cooking.

To confirm the congee cooking time, press
 Cooking Timer key under preset state.

Convenience Function

After the preset time is up, the beeper rings and the cooking finishes.

The warm jar automatically turns
to keep warm state

Fuzzy Quick Softer HarderWhite Rice
Soup Steam Casserole Cake CleanCongee

Press
Start

Fuzzy Softer HarderWhite Rice
CasseroleCongee

Timer Press
Start

Congee
Timer Press

Start

Cooking
Timer

hour min

Congee

Press
Start

Fuzzy Quick Softer Harder

Cooking
Timer

White Rice
Soup

hour min

Steam Casserole Cake CleanCongee

Press
Start

Timer
The time preset refers to the time that cooking is ready.

Functions can be preset and timing Not applicable for “Quick”, “Soup”, “Steam”, “Cake”, “Clean”.

1 hour and10 minutes ~ 23 hours and 50 minutes
Menu White rice Fuzzy ofter arder Congee asserole rice

Timing When the preset timing is less than the required timing for cooking,  the cooker will start cooking(congee).

When the rice and casserole rice is cooked When the congee is cooked

Press  Menu Select  key and  Start indicator begins flashing.

Press Timer key and then press hour and min key to

Press  Menu Select  key and  Start indicator begins flashing.

The flashing point is the selected
function. The display shows the
current time and operation prompt.

The flashing point
is the selected
function.

Set the cooking time
E.g. cook the congee for 3 hours

Press Cooking Timer key to

Select Function
Select Function

Timer hour min
Press Timer key and then press hour and min key to

Preset the finishing time of cooking
e.g. plan to eat the congee at 7:00.

After the preset is used, the congee cooking time will
disappear. Instead, the preset time is shown. The
cooking time will be stored.

Menu function
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1.8L 1.0L
8

1 180ml

    
320g    50ml

   200g 60g
25ml

1 1cm 3cm
2

3

4
5 4

6 Steam 60
Start

7

1
5

2

3 Cake Start

4 Off/Keep Warm
5

Recipes

Caution: Depending on the ingredients mixed with the rice, there are cases where
                  the ingredients is scorched at the bottom of the pan.

When cooking ormosia congee, the ormosia skin may block the steam
                  vent, further lead to the automatic pop out, so please be careful.

1.8L type is taken as the example for the cooking volume in this recipe. Refer to
     rice volume on Page 8 for the cooking volume for 1.0L type.

1 cup (measuring cup): about 180ml

Cake

Ingredients:

Method:
    1) Mix the cake powder, eggs and water, then use an electric mixer to
        mix for 5 minutes at medium speed.
    2) Apply some butter on the pan, then pour the dough evenly and
        close the outer lid.
    3) Select “Cake”, set the required time and press Start key.
    4) After the beeper rings, press Off/Keep Warm key, take out the pan

from the cooker and cool it for 5 minutes. Take out the cake, then
        cool it for eating.

Ingredients:
    Streaky pork   320g

Vegetable     200g

Seasonings:
     Edible oil                    50ml
     white sugar                                 60g
     soy sauce                                 25ml

Method:
    1) Cut streaky pork into cubes of 1cm×3cm and set aside;
    2) Wash the vegetable purchased and squeeze to dry  so as to prevent
         foreign ingredients from affecting the taste;
    3) Put a layer of pork on the bottom of the bowl, then place a layer of

vegetables and sprinkle white sugar on them. Afterwards, place a
layer of pork again and then place a layer of the vegetables and

        sprinkle white sugar again until the ingredients are used up;
    4) Add soy sauce and edible oil in the bowl;
    5) Add 4 cups of water in the pan, then put the bowl with ingredients
        into the steaming basket and close the outer lid;
    6) Select “Steam”, set the cooking time to 60 minutes and then press
         Start key;
    7) After cooking finishes, mix the vegetables and pork completely for
        eating.

Sugar and edible oil can be properly added or reduced according
to the user’s desire and meat fineness.

1.0L

Model No.

1.8L

1.0L

3

40(min) 50(min) 60(min)

180 250 300

1 1 2

60 90 110

5

40(min) 50(min) 60(min)

250 300 450

2 2 3

80 110 160

1.8L

600g

800g

The maximum cooking volume for cake mixture
(including all ingredients)

( ) Cake mix(g)

( ) Egg(unit)

( ) Water(ml)

( ) Butter(g)

 Ingredient volume and roasting time
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  150g

1
1 Congee

3
2 start
3

              
400g 30ml

200g  8g
( ) 30g

4.5

1

2
3

4.5
4 Soup 2

          Start

Recipes

Ingredients:
prepared eight treasures

     congee ingredients        150g

Method:
    1) Put the washed and prepared eight treasures congee ingredients

into the pan, add water to mark 1 level of “ ” and close the outer lid,
        select “Congee” and set the cooking time at 3 hours;
    2) Press Start key;
    3) Add appropriate amount of sugar depending on taste after cooking. 
        That is all to be done for the preparation.

Eight treasures congee

Ingredients:
    Duck      Half (about 400g)
    White gourd     200g
    Salted pork (ham)     30g
    Ginger      Several slices
    Water      4.5 cupfuls

Method:
    1) Wash the duck and cut into chunks, cut the peeled white gourd
        into cubes and cut the ham into slices;
    2) Place the duck cutlets into hot water for a while removing the
        bloody water, then scoop up and dry them and set aside;
    3) Put duck cutlets, white gourd, ham slices, ginger slices, salt and

flavoring liquor into the pan with 4.5 cups of water and close the
        outer lid;
    4) Select “Soup”, set the cooking time at 2 hours and press  Start
        key.

Salted pork & white gourd & duck soup

Seasonings:
      Sugar   depend on taste

Seasonings:
Flavoring liquor   30ml

      Salt         8g

A

1

2 1

4 Steam 5
10

5 Start

B C

Dim Sum (Quick-frozen), etc.

Method:
    1) Humidify the surface of Dim Sum by spraying water on it and put
        them on the steaming basket. There is no need to defreeze them.
    2) Pour 1 cup of water in the pan.
    3) Put the steaming basket on it, and close the outer lid; (when
        steaming eggs, directly put the egg on the round hole inside the
        steaming basket.)
    4) Select "Steam" and set the cooking time at 5 minutes; (when
        steaming eggs, set the steaming time to be 10 minutes.)
    5) Press the  Start  key.

(A) Small Dim Sum
Shrimp dumpling
Shiumy

(B) Dim Sum
Roasted Pork Bun
Steamed Bun
Glutinous Rice with

          Chicken

(C) Steamed egg
Ingredients:
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3 5ml 15ml
200g 3ml 15ml
200g 5g 7g
40g 3g 7g
5 7g
1g

70g

1
2
3 3

Casserole
start

4

1
2 Menu Select Clean

3 Start
4 45
5 Off/Keep Warm

4 30

Do not clean the unit by amyl acetate, petrol, alcohol,
detergent powder, hard brush.

Do not put the warm jar unit into the water.

Clean function

Inner Lid

1  Add the water to half of the pan volume according to the capacity.
2 Press Menu Select Key to “Clean”, then the flashing point is the
    selected function.
3  Press Start key and the function begins.
4 When the clean procedure ends after around 45 minutes, it will
    automatically turn to keep warm.
5 Press Off/Keep Warm key to turn off the power, then pour out the
    water after the pan becomes cool.

The use of clean function can remove strange smells inside the
    pan and on the inner lid.

The "clean" function cannot be operated right after cooking rice. 
    At this time, a beep signal will sound 4 times. Wait for approx. 30
    minutes to cool down the unit.

Loading method 

Insert the protruding part marked with     into the hole on the outer lid in a tilted way.

Press the load-unload tabs of inner lid (both sides) into the outer lid until the “click” sound is heard.

After washing, dry the inner lid completely and then fit it into the outer lid.
load-unload tabs of inner lid

Recipes

Clean

Chicken and taro Casserole Rice

    Rice                          3cups
    Taro root(diced) 200g

Chicken meat(diced) 200g
Dried shrimps(soaked) 40g
Dried mushrooms
(soaked & cut to small size) 5pcs
Agaric

 (soaked & cut to small size) 1g

Method:
    1) Season diced chicken meat with marinade.
    2) Deep fry taro root until golden brown, drain and set aside.
    3) Wash the rice and place it in the pan with water filled to level

mark "3"cups level. Then place chicken meat, taro root and
other ingredients on the rice, and close the outer lid. Select

        “Casserole” function and press  Start key to cook.
    4) After cooking is finished, serve the hot mixed with seasonings.

Ingredients:                                 Marinade:              Seasonings: 

5ml
3ml
5g
3g
7g

Light soy 
Dark soy 
Sugar
Salt
Starch

Light soy
Dark soy
Sugar
Cooking oil

15ml
15ml
7g
7g

Caution: Taro, chicken of the best 70g per cup within .

Load and Unload

Get hold of two load-unload tabs of inner lid, 
then pull it to your direction.
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Cautions

Take down the keep moisture cap after use. Put it in
warm water for dipping for several minutes and then

    clean it by water.
Do not use the dryer after washing, which will lead to

    deformation and cracks.

Press it into the outer lid as when it
is taken out. (make the steam vent
forward).

Note: Do not tilt it, and press it to the
proper position aiming at the protruding
part of the keep moisture cap and the
outer lid.

Keep Moisture Cap

Steaming basket

Unload

Pull it out from the outer lid

Turn around according to the
direction of arrow, pull it out
towards yourself, then it can
be taken out.

Load

Place    and     in the correct position.

Turn around and tighten it according
to the direction of arrow.

Fixed part

Rotating part

Height adjustment

Put your thumb on the ring of the inner wall on the rotating part, uplift a little, 
turn slightly counterclockwise and release your thumb, then height of the
steaming basket becomes deep. To restore the shallow state of steaming basket, 
hold the bottom of steaming basket with your palm, turn slightly clockwise and
then up-hold it until a “pa” sound is heard.

Load and unload

First, adjust the steaming basket to the shallow state, then overturn the steaming
basket on a table top, forcibly press the bottom of the rotating part until “pa” is
heard, namely the rotating part and the fixed part are separated.

Loading method

Make the protruding part on the periphery of the rotating part aim at the chute
of the inner wall of the fixed part, and then forcibly press the bottom of the
rotating part until “pa” is heard.

Clean
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Temperature Sensor and Cast Heater

Please use fine sand paper (around No.600) or dry cloth to
gently clean the attachment if any.

Use dry cloth to clean.

Please use the diluted detergent for dishes.

If the dirt of the metal surface inside the outer lid is not cleaned in
time, the dirt will be attached onto the metal surface, which will
become difficult to remove. After use every time, clean the dirt.
The metal surface inside the outer lid and protective frame
surface may have symptoms of color changing and stripe due to
being heated, but the application is not affected.

The keep moisture cap and inner lid can be directly taken out and
shall be cleaned after every use.

Use the dish diluted detergent, sponge and water to clean it. Dry
the external surface of the pan.

Color change or stripe may occur on fluorine coating, but it is not
harmful to health and usage of this pan.

Based on the frequency of use, the friction mark on the external
surface of the pan may come up, but such change won’t influence
the performance.

Please do not pull the seal ring.

Rice Scoop Congee [Soup] Scoop Measuring Cup

160

120

80

40

Steaming Basket Rice Scoop Holder

Use dry cloth to clean.

Do not wash with running
     water directly.

Accessories

Note

Clean

Upper Frame

Pan

Entire unit and Outer Lid (sealing parts)

Please use the detergent and sponges to wash out.

load-unload tabs of
inner lid

Seal ring

Protective frame
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Off/Keep Warm
Menu Select

96 Off/Keep Warm

Panasonic

Off/Keep Warm

Off/Keep Warm

96

Off/Keep Warm
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Does it really go wrong?check according to the following items

circumstances

Items

T
oo hard

N
o sm

ooth cooking
(The core of rice
rem

ains.)

T
oo soft

V
iscous juice

overflow
s

R
ice crust is burned

dark P
roduces a

nasty sm
ell

C
hanges in

colour

G
ets too dry

N
o reaction to any

sw
itch operation

Follow
ing sounds are

heard in use

rice keep warm

Whether the time under “keep warm” status is over 96 hours?

Following continuous 96 hours under “keep warm” status, the power supply will automatically cut off. 
Please press  Off/Keep Warm  key first.

Whether the outer lid is covered with cloth or other objects during cooking?

Take out the cloth from the outer lid and press  Off/Keep Warm  key.

During cooking, if the outer lid is provided with the objects blocking the exhaust of the steam, the
steam will accumulate inside and the temperature of the outer lid will rise, and the abnormity will be
detected. At this time, cooking time is longer than usual and the food is less delicious.

Press  Off/Keep Warm  key and the keep warm will be cancelled.

When requiring keep warm, press  Off/Keep Warm  key once again.

Please inquire to the Panasonic authorized service centers.

When the display shows as follows

C
licking sound produced during cooking is a sound of adjustm

ent of pow
er.

E
xtract the A

C
 cord from

 the socket.

"P
ang"sound produced during cooking is a sound of bursting of w

ater drops
under the action of therm

al expansion on the bottom
(outside)of the pan.

Items for ConfirmationDisplay

Are the volume of rice and
the volume of water correct?

Is the rice rinsed adequately?
Has the bottom of the pan
dents?
Is there no foreign matter sticking
to the outside of the pan or to
the temperature sensor?

Is outer lid closed rightly?
Is the timer not selected
when cooking Mixed Rice?
Is the rice not cooked
with oil?
Has the rice been well
fluffed after cooking?

Is the keep warm continuing
for more than 12 hours? Is the
volume of rice not too small
during Keep Warm?
Is the scoop inserted in rice
during Keep Warm?
Is cooled rice not submitted
to Keep Warm?
The outer lid is not closed
tightly?
Is the pan clean?
Is the power cord unplugged
or is the  Off/Keep Warm  key not
touched by hand during cooking?
Is selected a wrong
Menu?



SR-MHS101

26.4

30.0

22.1

620 W

70.1 W

0.18 0.54 [1 3]

3.8 4.6
29.1

32.5

25.4

825 W

84.7 W

1.8 3.1

0.36 1.08 [2 6]

0.18 0.54 [1 3] 0.36 0.72 [2 4]

220 V 50 Hz

1.0

0.18 1.0 [1 5.5] 0.36 1.8 [2 10]

SR-MHS181

Panasonic

Kind Reminder
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Specifications

Model No.

Voltage / Rated Frequency

Cooking

Keep warm

Congee

Rice (White rice,Fuzzy, Quick, Softer, Harder)

Mixed rice Glutinous rice

Casserole rice

Soup

Weight (Approx. )

Power Cord length(Approx.m)

Dimensions of
the product
(Approx. cm)

Width

Length

Height

 indicates that the maximum soup volume is the maximum water level of rice.

For the power cord replacement and fault correction, please resort to the Panasonic authorized service centers.

When the warm jar isn’t working, the power consumption is around 1W.

Note: The design and specification are subject to change without prior notice.

1W

Panasonic

Please consult the customer authorized service centers for the contact information of the Panasonic authorized
maintenance stores.

The largest cooking capacity 
(Raw materials + water) (L)

600 800Cake
The maximum cooking volume 
(including all ingredients) (g)

Cooking capacity (rice
volume)(L) [Cup] 

Rated Power

0.09 0.135 [1/2 3/4] 0.09 0.225 [1/2 11/4]
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